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Why care about Cash right now?

Businesses are facing the triple threat of higher inflation, increasing interest rates and supply chain 

disruptions

Higher inflation

Supply chain disruption

Increasing interest

rates

Cash / working 
capital challenges

Limited room for 
investments

Strained supplier and 
customer relationships

Ability to pass through price 
increases

Market dynamicEconomic trends Business impact
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Our approach

Our approach to cash and working capital improvement projects is quick, fact based and aims to 

address the root cause of the issue with a sustainable solution

• Able to process high volume data environment 
and connect with advanced analytical skills

• No longer necessary to look at top 10 lists, able 
to understand the whole data set

• Three lenses approach (Strategy, Operations 
and Financial) in all activities we do

• Rapid assessment capabilities

• Collaborate and learn with our clients, tackling 
the challenges together

• Stakeholder sensitivity, from accounts clerk to 
CFO

• Focused on facts but recognize company and 
sector dynamics

• ‘Hypothesis based approach’ focusing on key 
opportunities as quickly as possible and getting 
straight to the point

• Information gathering conducted primarily 
through data analysis (using data analytics 
tools) reducing the amount of management 
time required

• Speed to insight with results achieved rapidly

• Project typically completed over a 4-to-6-week 
period

• Conclusions based on objective evidence and 
linked to an implementation approach 
ensuring improvements are sustained

• Facts to insights to solution

What makes us unique? Deloitte approach
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€40m of benefits delivered in six weeks as part of a recent working capital and cash improvement 
project

Our credentials

• Established a cash-flow gap of €100-130m based on analysis of the database

• Set up bottom-up 13-week cash flow forecast within 2 weeks to allow proper cash committee 

governance and payment run allocation

Value 

Delivered

Project Gear

Value 

Found

Context

• 6-week project to deliver rapid cash and working capital improvements for a global business

• Quickly established a weekly process to convert input from 220,000 invoices, €1.5bn in 

purchase orders and 285 bank accounts into a database format

• Defined €70+m of initiatives of which €40+m were realised within 6 weeks of initiative 

implementation
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presented support opportunity.

The information contained in this document has been compiled by Deloitte FA and might include material obtained from discussions with you and published sources which
Deloitte FA use regularly but has not been verified. This document also contains confidential material proprietary to Deloitte FA. In particular, it should be noted that any
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will be accepted by or on behalf of Deloitte FA or by any of its partners, employees, agents or any other person as to the accuracy, completeness or correctness of the
information contained in this document or any other oral information made available and any such liability is expressly disclaimed.

This document does not constitute a binding agreement with Deloitte FA. Any such a binding agreement is subject to a separate engagement letter prepared by Deloitte FA
setting out the terms and conditions under which we will offer our services and your written confirmation of acceptance of such agreement.

Acceptance of any agreement by Deloitte FA is subject to completion respectively the outcome of our client and engagement acceptance procedures.
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